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Side-A 
Family Severance 

  

You had three kids, a husband, and an open-coffined vagina. Sister said it died when you were 
eight. You throttled caged flesh, vaulted opinions, and the fierce potency of suns thudding light 
hungry for habit over forty-two years. Did you know that your sliced throat jawed into three 
beaming red cherries? 

  

* * * * 

  

When one wife named Frances couldn’t get up from her chair after twenty years of rising to 
thrash your holey, put on an apron, make meals, and fetch you from the saloon, you found 
another Frances who guttered out like a sailor, ironed your brows, and dared the dark to fly you. 
How did you know you needed a nurse? Mom said smoking deflated you into a 6’6” 90 lb. 
cigarette. They had to gut a 100-year-old oak to pasture your body. 

  

* * * * 

  

Organs pumped leaks through your chit-chat. Language became malignant with pastel nausea. 
Moved from the shush of nail-care to the bouche of ‘how thin are you?’ Do they know you have 
flattened and braided your words to signify “your mouth is a muffle of shuffled cards.” 

  

Liver racks over a thousand: “Babe, I’ll drink whatever shoots my way.” 

CA-125: normal below 40: your number is over a thousand: “Fuck the roadtrip. I have to pee.” 

  

Your face windmills between defending acupuncture and political pantsuits. 

  

* * * * 

  



Took off, big sister. “CRAZY” was the dial tone. India was your new home. Dad paid a bill he 
could never recompense each month. You, sister, shirked your siblings. A dot of a house on the 
planet of ‘nobody will ever know’ had grazed the roiling fog of drowned violence. What a family 
heirloom. A riot of repressed introspection. 

  

A bullet in everyone’s head. 

  



 
  



Side-B 
Death Every 3 Seconds 

 
Streets yawned thick with floundering old men, bellies tethered to slant. 

Lips drooled and eyes, well they were askew, like there was sun to squint through. 

It was night and dogs were wailing at the wind. 

Someone was going to die tonight. Maybe not someone known to go out, but men were watching 

porn on the Sabbath and nautical calendars were getting sloshed. 

 

A man walked through streets wondering if his penis was impressionable because it had soared 

up and swept into another man’s mouth, while his tightened wife was searching for parsley to 

layer on top of their pork roast. She did love the look of her greens. They rasped and scrambled 

for sky until she guillotined necessary overachievers into a rich lack of disparity.  

 

Two instincts were recoiling when a girl was told the chemo was unsuccessful, when actually it 

had spent a year rolling her toward the tomb. Her estranged bowels had insisted that she quit her 

job and leaf through a buried life of broken clocks, toilets, and herself. Wasn’t there another 

place to search? 

 

He realized he was shaking more and his right hand wouldn’t do what he said. Soon gravity 

called him by name and his body was underwater with rippling skin swaying on waterlogged 

feet. His dance was violin-shaped as the world bent under his weight. The hollow tracks of his 

bones loosened the streets. The sky was red and swollen. He was peopled with gestures that did 

not bury themselves. 

 

The pork roast, satin in its pink skin, waited for the knife. 
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